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Abstract

Roughly every decade, the ACM and IEEE professional orga-
nizations have produced recommendations for the education
of undergraduate computer science students. These guide-
lines are used worldwide by research universities, liberal arts
colleges, and community colleges. For the latest 2023 revi-
sion of the curriculum, AAAI has collaborated with ACM
and IEEE to integrate artificial intelligence more broadly into
this new curriculum and to address the issues it raises for stu-
dents, instructors, practitioners, policy makers, and the gen-
eral public. This paper describes the development process and
rationale that underlie the artificial intelligence components
of the CS2023 curriculum, discusses the challenges in cur-
riculum design for such a rapidly advancing field, and exam-
ines lessons learned during this three-year process.

Introduction
Artificial intelligence (AI) now pervades and heavily influ-
ences our daily lives (Solaiman et al. 2023). Over the past
decade, the term “AI” has become commonplace in busi-
ness news articles and everyday conversation, driven largely
by a series of high-impact machine learning (ML) applica-
tions (Littman et al. 2021). Terms such as “neural networks”
and “deep learning,” once relegated to advanced undergrad-
uate or graduate computer science (CS) coursework, have
entered the public lexicon. With access to sophisticated AI-
driven tools, ordinary individuals can generate essays or po-
ems from a prompt, produce artwork from a description, and
create fake photographs and videos that depict real people.
AI technologies now trade in stock markets alongside hu-
mans, curate our news and social media feeds, control ve-
hicles on public highways, evaluate job applications, detect
medical conditions, and influence prison sentences.

Meanwhile, AI and ML techniques have infiltrated many
areas of CS. They are now used, for example, in automatic
code generation, vulnerability prediction in software engi-
neering, programming language translation, resource alloca-
tion in operating systems, load balancing in distributed com-
puting, intrusion detection in networks, and database query
optimization. Many disciplines, including biology, chem-
istry, physics, art, architecture, and finance, increasingly har-
ness AI techniques to address problems within their fields.
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AI’s prevalence has made it a key focus in the education
of computer scientists. For the past few decades, the Asso-
ciation for Computing Machinery (ACM) and the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers – Computer Society
(IEEE-CS) have jointly issued curriculum guidelines for un-
dergraduate CS education. ACM released its first set of CS
curricular guidelines in 1968, with a subsequent update in
1978 (Hemmendinger 2007). In 1991, IEEE-CS joined this
process; together they published significant updates in 2001,
2008, and 2013. These curricula heavily influence CS ma-
jor requirements and courses worldwide, and thereby guide
the development of the next generation of researchers and
practitioners.

ACM and IEEE-CS recognize that those who develop and
deploy AI-enhanced technology must understand and con-
sider both its potential and its impact. As a result, in 2020
they invited the Association for the Advancement of Arti-
ficial Intelligence (AAAI) to participate in the latest revi-
sion of the curricular guidelines for undergraduate CS that
would include a focus on AI. Over the last three years, a
steering committee of volunteer representatives from AAAI,
ACM, and IEEE-CS have developed CS2023 (ACM/IEEE-
CS/AAAI Joint Task Force 2023), the latest version of those
guidelines. These representatives have been supported by
volunteer subcommittees for each of the major CS areas
(termed “knowledge areas” in CS2023 parlance) with fre-
quent community feedback from academia, industry, gov-
ernment, and public stakeholders.

This paper describes how AI has been incorporated into
CS2023. We first explore the major changes from the pre-
vious CS2013 curriculum (ACM/IEEE Joint Task Force
2013), and discuss the challenges to the development of
an AI curriculum that could last a decade despite rapid ad-
vancement in the field. We then detail the AI knowledge area
in the updated CS2023 curriculum and discuss the rationale
and development process behind the recommendations. Fi-
nally, we examine the lessons learned during the develop-
ment of the CS2023 AI curriculum.

The CS2023 Curriculum
The CS2023 curriculum is divided into 17 knowledge areas
(KAs), each of which roughly equates to a major subfield of
CS. Each KA is in turn further subdivided into knowledge
units focused on individual topics or smaller subfields. No-
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AI Artificial Intelligence
AL Algorithmic Foundations
AR Architecture and Organization
DM Data Management
FPL Foundations of Programming Languages
GIT Graphics and Interactive Techniques
HCI Human-Computer Interaction
MSF Mathematical and Statistical Foundations
NC Networking and Communication
OS Operating Systems
PDC Parallel and Distributed Computing
SDF Software Development Fundamentals
SE Software Engineering
SEC Security
SEP Society, Ethics, and the Profession
SF Systems Fundamentals
SPD Specialized Platform Development
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Figure 1: (left) The 17 knowledge areas that compose the CS2023 curriculum. (right) An instantiation of the curriculum at a
college or university as a course of study would follow a sunflower model, including the full set of CS Core topics (in red) and
selected other knowledge areas (the blue core plus additional elective topics in gray). An example instantiation is shown as the
full red CS Core with yellow highlights drawn from the KA Cores and elective topics.

tably, KAs are not equivalent to courses—one course might
cover one or more KAs, or a KA might be addressed by mul-
tiple courses. Figure 1 depicts the CS2023 KAs as a sun-
flower model from which to instantiate a curriculum from
the guidelines. Each KA identifies a set of CS Core topics re-
quired for every CS major. In addition, each KA designates
significant additional topics essential for those who study
the knowledge area in depth (known as the KA Core), and a
much broader set of optional elective topics.

Crucially, CS2023 must cover CS programs of all sizes,
from community colleges to small liberal arts programs to
large research universities. Thus, the full CS Core and all
the KA Cores minimize their classroom contact hours to al-
low smaller programs to implement CS2023 successfully.
Although CS2023 describes what should be taught, not how
it should be taught, it does include some suggested course
packaging. This demonstrates how faculty can flexibly com-
bine topics and knowledge units across KAs into courses in
order to fit their needs and yet ensure coverage of the essen-
tial topics in the CS Core and the KA Cores.

Summary of Changes from 2013 to 2023
To reflect its recent growth and societal impact, AI in
CS2023 has been revised substantially from the previous
CS2013 curriculum.

Updated name for the KA. The knowledge area’s name
has been changed to “Artificial Intelligence” in CS2023. The
previous CS2013 included AI topics under the KA name of
“Intelligent Systems.” CS2023 updates the name to reflect
the most common terminology used for these topics within
CS and its more widespread use outside CS.

AI requirements in the CS Core. The curriculum now
specifies 16 classroom hours of study in AI for all CS ma-

jors as part of the CS Core. This ensures that all CS under-
graduates will have some minimal foundation in AI. Given
the breadth of interconnections between AI and other KAs
in practice, the goal is to develop basic AI literacy and crit-
ical thought in every CS student. By comparison, CS2013
required no hours at all of AI instruction in its equivalent of
the CS Core (called “Tier 1” in CS2013) .

Neural networks and generative models. To reflect re-
cent technological advances, there is now an increased em-
phasis on neural networks, representation learning, and gen-
erative models. The impact of deep neural networks and
large language models necessitates that all CS majors be fa-
miliar with these topics. Students in AI courses will be pro-
vided with greater depth.

Integration of real-world applications, ethics, and soci-
etal issues. There is an increased emphasis on practical
applications of AI and their social and ethical ramifications.
AI’s enormous potential for societal impact demands at-
tention and consideration to those aspects from practition-
ers who apply AI. Consequently, students must study real-
world AI applications and their implications. This encom-
passes explicit discussion of tools that employ deep genera-
tive models (e.g., ChatGPT, LLaMA, DALL-E, Midjourney)
and are now in widespread use, including high-level cover-
age of how these models work, how they can be used, and the
shortcomings and pitfalls in their application. The CS2023
curriculum highlights how important it is to understand and
assess the broader societal impacts and implications of AI
methods and applications, including issues in AI ethics, fair-
ness, trust, and explainability. Study of the AI techniques
and applications that have the most impact, particularly deep
generative models, is intimately tied to examination of these
societal and ethical issues.
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Relationship to data science. Data science was among
the most important topic areas in feedback surveys for
CS2013 (ACM/IEEE-CS/AAAI Joint Task Force 2023). As
a direct result, CS2023 includes a suggested Data Science
packaging for AI topics.

Challenges and Important Considerations
There were two major challenges in the creation of the AI
curriculum: stability and size. The first challenge was to de-
vise guidelines that would remain current for the ten-year
expected lifespan of the CS2023 document, even while AI
itself continues to develop rapidly. Indeed, in the 18 months
between the first draft and the final version of CS2023, sev-
eral new techniques (e.g., generative networks and large lan-
guage models) became widely used. They were essential to
incorporate into both the CS Core and several KA Cores.
Such rapid change in AI is likely to continue for the foresee-
able future. These forthcoming AI advances must be consid-
ered when faculty use the CS2023 AI curriculum. Until the
next revision, those who teach AI will have to gauge which
advances should be included to keep the curriculum current.

The second challenge was minimizing the set of CS Core
and KA Core topics to address the needs of smaller CS pro-
grams. This requirement constrained the number of CS Core
and KA Core hours that could be required, and therefore re-
stricted the topics the Cores include. The CS Core and KA
Core hours should therefore be viewed in that context, as
the minimum amount of time to be devoted to these topics.
Programs with more flexibility are encouraged to devote ad-
ditional classroom hours to those topics, at the discretion of
individual instructors.

The AI Knowledge Area in CS2023
This section provides details on the structure of the AI KA
and an overview of its topics.

Structure. The CS2023 Artificial Intelligence knowledge
area is divided into 12 knowledge units:

• Fundamental Issues
• Search
• Fundamental Knowledge Represen-

tation and Reasoning (KRR)
• Machine Learning
• Applications and Societal Impact


CS Core,
KA Core,
Elective

• Probabilistic Representation
and Reasoning

• Planning
• Logical Representation and

Reasoning
• Agents and Cognitive Systems
• Natural Language Processing
• Robotics
• Perception and Computer Vision



Elective
only

Topics in the first five knowledge units are partitioned
among the CS Core, the KA Core, and electives (all topics

outside of the CS Core and the KA Core). The remaining
seven knowledge units contain elective topics only. Figure 2
provides an overview of the topics within the first five units
that compose the CS and KA Cores.

Table 1 compares the recommended classroom hours in
the CS2023 AI curriculum for the CS Core and KA Core
knowledge units with equivalent hours in CS2013. CS2023
places significant emphasis on AI compared to CS2013, with
16 hours of AI instruction now required for all CS majors,
and 18 additional hours for those who focus on AI. CS2013
had zero required hours of AI instruction in its Tier 1 (anal-
ogous to CS2023’s CS Core) and only ten hours of AI in-
struction in its Tier 2 (analogous to CS2023’s KA Core and
required of approximately 80% of all CS majors). The total
CS Core, across all 17 knowledge areas, is 270 hours, so AI
topics constitute 5.93% of the CS2023 CS Core curriculum.

Note that the recommended CS and KA Core hours for
AI represent the minimum requirements, with many CS pro-
grams offering more hours of instruction on these topics. As
stated previously, the CS and KA Cores and their recom-
mended hours are deliberately kept as small as possible to
meet the needs of smaller CS programs.

CS2023 CS2013
Knowledge Unit CS Core KA Core Tier 2
Fundamental Issues 2 1 1
Search 5 6 4
Fundamental KRR 2 2 3
Machine Learning 4 6 2
Applications and
Societal Impact 3 3 -

Total 16† 18 10

Table 1: CS2023 recommended core hours for AI. For com-
parison, CS2013 hours are shown in gray. CS2013 required
zero hours of AI instruction in its Tier 1 and ten hours of
AI in its Tier 2, roughly the equivalent of CS2023’s CS Core
and KA Core, respectively. †Included in the total are four CS
Core hours that are shared with other KAs: three hours with
Algorithms (uninformed search) and one hour with Mathe-
matical and Statistical Foundations (probability).

Topics. The chosen topics in the AI KA differ consider-
ably from CS2013. CS2023 requires the study of neural net-
works, generative models, AI applications, societal impact,
and working with data—topics not included in CS2013’s
recommendations. Given its key role throughout AI, search
is still emphasized in both the CS and KA Cores. CS2023
places more emphasis, however, on understanding subsym-
bolic methods and learned representations than on sym-
bolic methods. It still retains knowledge-based and sym-
bolic approaches within the AI curriculum because they of-
fer unique capabilities, are commonly used in practice, en-
sure a broad education, and support interpretability. In addi-
tion, the CS2023 AI recommendations anticipate increased
future attention to neurosymbolic approaches that integrate
both learned and symbolic representations.
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Fundamental Issues
• Overview of AI, agents, what is intelligence?, characteristics of environments/agents
• Additional examples and depth

Search
• State-space representation of a problem, uninformed and informed graph search
• Game playing, minimax and alpha-beta pruning, implementation of A*, constraint satisfaction

Fundamental Knowledge Representation and Reasoning
• Types of representations, probability, Bayesian reasoning
• Random variables and probability distributions, independence, Markov chains, utility

Machine Learning
• Simple statistical methods, working with data, evaluation, basic neural networks,

data/algorithm/evaluation bias
• Objective functions and gradient descent, regularization, ensembles, deep learning, 

evaluation metrics, cross-validation, basic reinforcement learning, applications and ethics

Applications and Societal Impact
• Real-world case studies, basics of deep generative models, 

issues of ethics/fairness/trust/privacy/oversight/sustainability
• Additional applications and depth

Figure 2: Summary of the CS Core (in red) and KA Core (in blue) topics in each of the first five AI knowledge units. Note
that these lists of topics are not comprehensive and should not be relied upon to develop a curriculum. See the full CS2023
curriculum document for a complete list of all CS Core and KA Core topics under these knowledge units.

The topics selected for the AI CS Core and KA Core,
along with their recommended classroom hours, were cho-
sen to ensure that all CS students acquire basic literacy in
AI. All CS students should know:

• How to use uninformed and informed graph search to
solve a problem

• The basic principles of probabilistic reasoning, simple
statistical models, and neural networks

• How to work with and clean data
• The sources of bias in machine learning
• The basics of deep generative models
• How these methods have been applied in real case studies
• The associated societal issues of ethics, fairness, privacy,

oversight, and sustainability.

The KA Core expands these topics to provide a more in-
depth education typical of an undergraduate AI course:

• Techniques for adversarial reasoning and game-playing
• Details on how to implement informed search
• Constraint satisfaction
• In-depth probabilistic reasoning and utility
• Mathematical formulations of machine learning, more

advanced evaluation methodology, basic reinforcement
learning, deep learning, and ML ethics

• In-depth explorations of applications and societal issues
of AI, with a focus on deep generative models.

Knowledge Units in the CS Core and the KA Core
We now briefly examine each of the knowledge units with
topics that are included in the CS and KA Cores (Figure 2).

Fundamental Issues. This knowledge unit includes topics
typically covered in introductory lectures on AI. For the CS
Core, students should receive a general introduction to the
field of AI, its notable successes and applications, the con-
cept of agents and their properties, and how to analyze the
characteristics of problems that can be solved by AI. The
KA Core extends this coverage with additional examples,
discussions, and depth, especially on applications.

Search. The Search knowledge unit addresses how to
frame and solve problems using graph search, including both
uninformed and informed (e.g., A*) search in the CS Core.
Consequently, it partially overlaps with topics covered under
the Algorithms KA in CS2023. These topics form the foun-
dation for solving practical search problems and thinking of
ML optimization as a search problem. The KA Core extends
these topics with an exploration of adversarial games, in-
cluding minimax with alpha-beta pruning, details for imple-
menting informed search, and constraint satisfaction.

Fundamental Knowledge Representation and Reasoning
This knowledge unit, for the CS Core, covers different kinds
of representations (e.g., symbolic vs subsymbolic, learned
vs specified) and graphical models. It also reviews basic
probability concepts and how to use them for basic Bayesian
reasoning. The KA Core takes a more rigorous approach
to provide the foundations for understanding prediction,
uncertainty in machine learning, and generative models.
It covers random variables and probability distributions,
independence and conditional independence, Markov
chains, and utility and decision making.

Machine Learning. Because ML underlies most recent
AI advances, the ML knowledge unit has received a sub-
stantial increase in recommended core hours over those in
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CS2013. Since many CS students will be called upon to
apply ML models, topics in the CS Core provide a ba-
sic overview of machine learning, working with data, and
the pitfalls of prediction. Topics include the kinds of ML
problems (e.g., supervised, unsupervised, semi-supervised),
a simple statistical classifier (e.g., linear regression or deci-
sion trees), and the concepts of overfitting and representa-
tion. The AI CS Core also includes basic neural networks,
how to work with data (including preprocessing, missing
values, and how human choices affect ML outcomes), ba-
sic evaluation procedures, and ML ethics with a focus on
real-world applications and societal issues.

The KA Core provides significantly more depth on cur-
rent techniques and mathematical formulations, including
how to frame an ML problem as an objective function and
optimize it (e.g., via gradient descent), the basics of ensem-
ble models, deep learning and basic reinforcement learn-
ing, more advanced evaluation methods and analysis, and in-
depth examinations of ML case studies and ethics, including
fairness and privacy.

Applications and Societal Impact. This material spans
all AI knowledge units. It examines one or more applica-
tions of AI techniques to a broad set of problems and diverse
fields, such as medicine, health, sustainability, social media,
economics, education, and robotics. Within the context of a
specific application, students should study how to formulate
a task as an AI problem, dealing with ill-posed problems,
data availability and cleanliness, and biases in data sets, al-
gorithms, and evaluation. These aspects are particularly im-
portant to bridge between the study of AI methods and their
practical use (Gautam, Akgun, and Mitra 2023).

The societal impact of an application is key here—every
application raises questions about ethics, fairness, trust, ex-
plainability, privacy and the use of training data, human au-
tonomy and oversight, and sustainability. This knowledge
unit also includes discussions of deployed deep generative
models with reference to state-of-the-art AI methods. For
the CS Core, coverage is expected to focus on one specific
application for this analysis. For the KA Core, this knowl-
edge unit should include additional applications to provide
more breadth, and substantially greater depth on deep gen-
erative models and state-of-the-art AI methods.

Elective topics. Although elective topics are not required
by either the CS Core or the KA Core, courses that instan-
tiate CS2023 will likely include many of them. All five of
the knowledge areas listed above include elective topics. In
addition, there are seven elective knowledge units within the
AI KA: agents and cognitive systems, logical representation
and reasoning, probabilistic representation and reasoning,
planning, natural language processing, robotics, and percep-
tion and computer vision. This allows instructors to cus-
tomize their individual courses and still meet the CS2023 re-
quirements. In larger programs, most knowledge units could
reasonably appear as full courses.

Integration of AI with Other Knowledge Areas
While it is possible to cover all the AI CS Core topics by
a required AI course, it may be more realistic to integrate

them into existing required courses. Such an approach would
help emphasize the applications of AI to other CS areas. For
example, courses on data structures or algorithms could in-
corporate problem solving with uninformed and informed
graph search, courses on the mathematical foundations of
CS could cover probabilistic reasoning, and a senior-level
capstone course could include data analytics via machine
learning. This allows CS departments to package the re-
quired CS Core topics and knowledge units into courses
flexibly—a necessity for smaller CS programs. The required
topics could then be complemented by an AI elective that
combines the KA Core with additional topics.

AI’s interconnections with several other knowledge areas
in CS2023 enables the creation of crosscutting courses. For
example, a robotics course could combine the search, ML,
and robotics knowledge units under AI with knowledge units
from the Specialized Platform Development KA, which in-
cludes robotic platforms, design considerations, and middle-
ware (e.g., ROS, the Robot Operating System). As another
example, a course on data science could combine knowledge
units from the Data Management, Graphics and Interactive
Techniques, and the Human-Computer Interaction KAs with
the ML knowledge unit from AI.

Mathematics and Statistics Requirements
CS2023 outlines specific mathematics and statistics require-
ments. It became abundantly clear during discussions within
the CS2023 steering committee that there is a need for a
CS-centric prerequisite mathematics course that combines
topics in math and statistics with programming and applica-
tions. This is in contrast to outsourcing the math and statis-
tics education of CS students to a Mathematics department,
which may induce a separation between topic coverage and
its practical use within CS. Many universities have already
implemented such a course within their CS programs.

For AI, CS2023 recommends requiring the following
mathematics and statistics topics:
• discrete mathematics on sets, relations, and functions
• linear algebra, including linear functions, matrix opera-

tions and algebra, and basis sets
• probability and statistics, including basic probability the-

ory, conditional probability, independence, Bayes theo-
rem and its applications, expected value, distributions,
basic descriptive statistics, and significance testing.

Additionally, it is desirable that students who study AI have
a background in calculus-based probability and statistics,
optimization, and other statistical topics such as hypothesis
testing, data resampling, and experimental design.

Lessons Learned
This section briefly discusses some of the key lessons
learned during the development of the AI curriculum.

Widely differing opinions. There is no universal agree-
ment on the ideal contents of an AI curriculum. Even among
the volunteers who developed CS2023 and its AI curricu-
lum, there is some disagreement as to what should or should
not be included in the CS Core and KA Core for AI. This
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divide only broadened as other stakeholders, including aca-
demics from all sizes of institutions, industry, government,
and the public, offered feedback on different drafts of the
curriculum. For example, when we solicited feedback from
the AAAI general membership on a near-final version of
the curriculum in October 2023, largely the one described
above, we received widely varied opinions, such as:

• It shortchanges classical AI techniques
• It looks archaic, without proper coverage of modern deep

learning methods that students need to find current jobs
• It lacks sufficient emphasis on ethical implications of AI.

Further details on these and other comments, and the com-
mittee’s response to each, is available in the revision report
included with the CS2023 curriculum. In each case, the com-
mittee has tried to take a balanced approach in determin-
ing what to include in the curriculum. Indeed, the feedback
above led, respectively, to inclusion of constraint satisfac-
tion in the KA Core for search, increased hours and depth
on deep learning and deep generative models, and additional
hours devoted to ethics and the societal implications of AI.

Core size. Smaller academic programs require a smaller
Core while larger academic programs and industry want a
larger one. There is pressure both to expand and to reduce
the set of Core topics and hours. In particular, the CS Core
must be achievable for smaller programs while including all
essential topics. Consequently, the final CS2023 AI curricu-
lum is admittedly one-size-fits-none. Nonetheless, we be-
lieve that it is achievable for every undergraduate CS pro-
gram, regardless of its size. Although it is a compromise
across all stakeholders, it includes those AI topics currently
necessary for a modern CS undergraduate education.

AI as a moving target. The fast pace of AI developments
makes it challenging to craft a curriculum that will remain
current for some years to come. Consequently, we focused
the curriculum on the essential techniques and ideas within
AI, while including freedom for instructors to choose current
AI applications of those techniques.

Society and ethics. Societal and ethical issues are inter-
twined with applications. Rather than separate them out into
their own knowledge unit, which could encourage their iso-
lation into separate, dedicated class sessions, these AI cur-
ricular guidelines insist that students learn about societal and
ethical issues in the context of AI applications. Indeed, the
same underlying AI technique may provoke different issues
depending on the context of its application (e.g., consider
using a large language model to generate video game dia-
logue versus having it summarize legal texts to craft a trial
defense). The study of societal and ethical issues in the con-
text of an application both grounds the discussion and al-
lows detailed examination of the ways technical choices in
the underlying AI techniques impact those issues. CS2023
does include some knowledge-unit-specific societal and eth-
ical issues (e.g., the ethics and privacy of data in the Machine
Learning knowledge unit). However, most societal and ethi-
cal issues apply across all knowledge units and are specified
for examination across all applications.

Closing Thoughts
The CS2023 AI curriculum will require adaptation as AI
progresses. Thus instructors should use their judgement as
this curriculum ages. As of this writing, however, we believe
that the ACM/IEEE/AAAI curriculum is a current assess-
ment of what matters and how it might be delivered effec-
tively. We hope that it proves useful to other instructors and
institutions as they revise their own CS curricula to provide
a modern and exciting education and to produce thoughtful,
responsible professionals.
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